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i
   The rate equations for the so-called lag-times of some 5rst order enzyme 
reaction systems with dissociable activator or inhibitor has been analyzed theoreti-
cally as well as experimentally. The eaperimental calculation to find in what 
condition the damped oscilalion takes pact in the systtm Las been carried out by 
an electronic digital computor according to the '.tfonte Carlo method. It was found 
that there are some possi6ililies that the transient state of enzyme reactions modified 
by the presence of a dissociable activator or inhibitor may be accompanied with 
a dnmped oscilalion,
   Many researchers have been interested in the problem as to whether we can see damped 
oscilations in enzyme reac[ions~l. This is one of the mast interesting problems in the biophysical 
field. If damped oscilation would be observed in some enzyme reactions experimentally or if it 
might be expected to occur theoretically, we could Gave a hope to explain the origin of some 
oscilatory behaviors experienced in living organisms in the frame of the theory of reaction rates. 
The author analyzed the so-called lag-times of some first order enzyme reactions theoretically as 
well as experimentally, and found the po_sibility that the transient state of the enzyme reactions 
modified by the presence of a dissociable activator or inhibitor may he accompanied with a damped 
oscilation. 
   The calculation was generally carried out by the KDC-I electronic digital computer. The 
number of effective figures of [he computor is 9 in the case of floating point.
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                         Characteristic Equation 
   A first order enzyme reaction, the rate of which is regulated by a certain modifier, is shown 
in Scheme I. In the case of a reaction with an activator w•e must make the rate constant k° 
equal to zero, while in the case with an inhibitor, the rate constant k; should be put equal to 
zero. For the sake of com•eniente both cases have been illustrated in one scheme. We shall 
make the assumption that the total enzyme concentration i the system considered is very small 
as compared with the substrate concentration. 
   The rate equations are given by 
                      dx=kssz+k:my-x{k-s=k-:+k;)•             d
t 
                   d~=lose+k_,x-y(k__+k,m+k°), 
                  d~ =k:me+x(k_;+k;)-z(k~+k°s), (I )
             d~ =ksY or dq = k;x , 
                      e°=a+x+y+z. 
where e, x, y, z, s and m are the roncentrations of tree enzyme. three kinds of enzyme complexes, 
substrate and modifier, respec[i.•ely and the rate constants are referred [o Scheme I. The terms 
which inveh•e the reverse rate constants of k; and ks have been omitted, because they are small 
quantities of the second order in the initial stage of the reaction upon which our main concern 
will be focussed. 
   The Laplace transforms of the first three equations of (1) are, 
         (r + k_x + k_, t k;)X(r) - k ntY(r) - kssZ(r) = x(0 +) ,
        (ks-k.y).Y(r)+(r+krs+k_r+k,m+ksW(r)-F kis2(r)=k'~e0+y(O ), ~(z) 
         (krm - ky- k;)X(r) + krm}'(r) + (r + k.rnt k~ +kss)Z(r)= kre° + z(0+), f
where X(r) denotes the Laplace transform of x(f;, and so on, and where Ot means to lake the 
limit at t=0 from the right on the time-axis. 
    Furthermore, we have in the case of activation 
                         Q(r) = ks Xyr) , (3 )
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From Eqs. (2). (3) and (4) a•e obtain 
                      Q(r) _ k:8 (5 )                                 r'(r +ar°+br+c)' 
where a=krs+k_,+k:m+kr+ks +k_z+k,m yk_a tks+ks, (7) 
                  krs-k_, krr+k_r+k.m+ks 
                  krrn-ky-ks k.ne+k_,+krs 
             + krs t k_r t kcm +ks krs
                 krm krm+k_r+krs ,
              c= k_x+k_a+ks -k.m -kyr (9) 
                  krs-k_, krs+k_r+kam+ks krs 
                    kzm-k_,-ks k:m km: ~-k_,+krs.
and g is either a constant or a function of r. 
   Now the characteristic equation is given from (i) or (b): 
If tbis equation has three real roots, the concentration p(t) or q(t) must take [he following form 
so long as the early stage of the reaction is concerned 
         P(t)or4(t)=An-FA,t+A:exPC-B:tl+-q,exP[-B,;t]+AaexP[-Bat7• (11) 
   On the other hand, if Eq. (10) has one real root and a pair of conjugate roots, the con-
centration must be a form of damped oscilation. 
       p(t)orq(q=Ao+A,t+A,exp[-B,q+exp[-B,t](.9;cosrat-A;'sinart). (l2) 
                      Does khe Damped Oscilation occur ? 
                       The Monke Carlo Mekhod 
   In order to solve the present problem, we only have to see in what conditions the distriminant 
of (]0) has a negative sign. It is an algebraic function of the sixth order with respect to the 
rate constants. Furthermore, the following relation should be taken into consideration 
                                   k_, k_r ,~_ k~ _                                         a . (13)                      k
;, kr ka kr 
which is easily derived from the equilibrium consideration. It is by no means an easy task to 
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Under these circumstances we may assume a large number of sets of plausible values for k's and 
evaluate [he discriminant for each of [hem. In order to reach any meaningful conclusions in this 
o•ay. we employed the Alonte Carlo method, all the calculations having been carried out by the 
computer, referred to shove. 
   Before entering into the subject, we may make a digression : a parlicularlr simple case 
                  kr=k„ k_,=k ,. k:=k,. k_:=k~, k, ¢kJ„ kv §k_, (li)
is considered. This is one of the typical cases usually met with. 'Phu rharac[eristic equation is 
given by 
              (r+ks+k_,)(r+k;nr+k_i)(r+ks+k_r}k.nt+k_;)=0. (li) 
It cleaily has three real roots and thus no damped oscillation occurs in this case. 
   The following notations are introduced 
           -Yo=•Ya=ks, •Yi=Ys=k-r+ka. .Ya=-1•ro=k_;, ,l'~=.Y„=k.rn. 
          X,=X„=k_,+ks. X;=ks, Y6=k,u+ and .Y-=/,•_;. (IG) 
Then a, b and c of Eq. (10) will be expressed ~ follows: 
                     a="a; ,              s-o 
                             i=u ,-o 
r 
                         i=o
    11'e will make calculations in tw•o step. In the first step rve neglect k~ and ks. both being 
assumed very small compared with k_, and k_„ respectively. In the second step we abandon 
this restriction. 
Calculation 1 ks Q kf, and ke $ k_,. 
   The follmcing procedure is employed. 
 i) A set of values for X„~ is prepared which is a logarithmic sequence. 
 ii) One of the values is picked up at random and put into the array of X;. 
  iii) After the arrays of Abs and .Y„u are filled up..Y; is calculated from.l'„_~ according to 
   the equation. 
   which is derived from (13). 
 iv) a, b and c are calculated by (li). 
 v) The ratio,
i'
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                                1i - 4
a~'c +4b^ + 27i' 19 
   is calculated instead of the discriminant, 
                       d=(a"-b'=+18abc)-(4a'c+4b°+2ic=), (20) 
   because [he former is more convenient than the latter for the systematic study by the computer. 
     h < 1 , 1a=1 and h ~ 1 correspond respectively [o d <0, d=0 and d ~ 0. If k< 1, we 
   can expect hat the damped oscilation will occur. 
     To save time only the case of k<t is printed, because the speed of printing is very slncc 
   compared n•ith that of calculation by the computer. Since rre have a considerable error in 
   calculation in the leas[ valuable figure or nne more. we must compare k with a number slightly 
   larger than 1. 
 vi) /a is compared with an appropriate reference, +1.00000100 in this stud.-. 
      If k <+1.00000100. the number of calculation and the valuesof a, b, c and b are 
   printed. 
     Ii h ~ +1.00000100, nothing is printed. 
  vii) Then the values put in .F"s array are renewed and the above process is repeated. 
The. follaw•ing sets of values were selected.
Set a. +1.0000OOOOx 10' 
+ 1.00000000 X ] G° 
+ 1.00000000 X 10-r 
+ 1.00000000 X lD-=
Calculation 2 k0 or k° takes any value. 
To simplify the calculation, the whole 
random. 
   Three modifications were applied 
follows 
  i) A set of values for Xn~r is prep 
 ii) One of the values is picked up 
 iii) After [he arrays of Xr; and ,Y 
 iv) The ratio, k, is calculated. 
 v) his compared avith the same ref 
    of calculation and the values of a, 
     If h~ +100000100, nothing is 
 vi) Teen the values put in .Y's arr 
The Set a. in the Calculation 1 ryas used.
Set b. + 100000000 X l Or 
}3.I6227766X 10° 
+ 1.00000000 x 1 G° 
+3.16227 iG6x 10-' 
+ 1.00000000 X 10-' 
+3.16227766 X 10-0 
+l.ooooaooo+lo-'
arrays of Xa are filled up by the values, picked up at 
to the processes of the Calculation 1 in Calculation 2, as 
ared which is a logarithmic sequence. 
at random and put into the array of .Y[. 
airs are filled up. a, G and c are calculated by (17). 
erence as Calculation 1. If G<+1.00000100, the number 
b. c and !r are printed. 
printed. 
ay are renewed and the above process is repeated.
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                            Resulks and Discussion 
Ca7cululiar 1 
   (a) 1'he calulatimis were repeated about 370 times. Only 19 calculations among them were 
found to have the ratio, h, smaller than the reference and all h of the 19 calculations were between 
0.999999992 and 1.00000021. 
   (h) The calculations were repeated about 1,400 times. Only in 14 calculations the ratio, k, 
was found to he smaller than the reference and all h's of the 14 calculations were between 
100000000 and 1.00000077. 
   From theseresults of calculation by the ~fonte Carlo method, it was presumed that the 
chance for the discriminan[ totake negative values i  extremely rare and that no damped oscilation 
can practically be expected tooccur in the first order enzyme reaction systems considered. 
Ca7cu7ntfou ? 
   The calculations were repeated about 1200 times. 140 calculations among them were found 
to have the ratio, h, smaller than the reference. 44 h's of the 140 calculations were between 0.940 
and 0.999. Consequently it is expected that damped oscilation occur in the first order enzyme 
reaction systems when k, or ks takes appreciable values. (In this Calculation 2 all the values 
filled in the .1"s array were not contrary to the relation (13)J 
   For example. let X^s take plausible values asfnllows; 
                .\v=h•s=IO/sec, .K,=k-r=lfsec,. Xr=k-z=10/sec, 
                .1"y=h•zn=1/sec, ,1•.,=k-~tks=10/sec,Xs=k;,t=1/sec, 
              .1's=k,u=10/sec and X;=k_,=1/sec. 
Then the concentration p(!) becomes, 
     p(!) _ - 0.1 SS i + 2S! - 0.1131 exp [- 2 2Q t 0.0246 exp [- I l!](1 l cos 9! t 9 sin 9f) . (21) 
(21) shows that such a system is acompanied with the oscilation whose period is 2,/9sec and 
which is damped according to the term exp[-llt]. 
                                     Summary
   The characteristic equation for the first order enzyme reaction systems modified by some 
dissociable modifier. Scheme I. was introduced and its algebraic properties were studied. 
   It was found theoretically that damped oscilation should not occur in a special case where 
k,=k„ /.•_;,=k_„ kq=k, and k_;=k_, and when k, and k~ and are negligibly small compared 
with k_;, and k_, respectively, and it was presumed by the Monte Carlo method that damped 
oscilation might not occur in more general cases where kr. k_r, k„ k_„ k,. k_;,, k, and k_, take 
arbitrary values but where ks and ks are negligibly small compared with k-x and k_, respectively. 
   However it was concluded by the Monte Carlo mothod that damped oscilationis possible in
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the system ~~here ks or 
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